The complete matrix element for e + e − → bbW + W − is computed at treelevel within the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model. Rates of interest to phenomenological analyses at the Next Linear Collider are given. In particular, we study:
• ZH production followed by Z → bb and H → W + W − ;
• AH production followed by A → bb and H → W + W − ;
• hW + W − production followed by h → bb.
Top and Higgs finite width effects are included, as well as all those of the irreducible backgrounds.
Introduction
By the time that the Next Linear Collider (NLC) [1] will be operating, both the exact value of the top quark mass and the structure of the Higgs sector of the electroweak (EW) interactions will be already known, thanks to the combined action of the Tevatron [2] , of LEP II [3] and of the LHC [4, 5] . It is however clear that detailed studies of both top quark and Higgs boson properties will have to wait the advent of an e + e − linear machine.
In two previous papers [6, 7] detailed studies of the process e + e − → bbW + W − at centre-of-mass (CM) energies typical of the NLC were presented. Those analyses were concerning the Standard Model (SM). In that framework, the importance of the process e + e − → bbW + W − is evident if one considers that it represents a signature to top production in tt pairs as well as to that of the SM Higgs boson φ in the Zφ channel. In fact, on the one hand, top pairs produced via the process e + e − → tt decay through tt → (bW + )(bW − ) whereas, on the other hand, the channel Zφ → (bb)(W + W − ) might well be one of best ways to detect a heavy Higgs, thanks to the expected performances of the vertex detectors in triggering the Z boson [8] 2 . From those studies, the importance of top finite width effects and of those due to the non-resonant background in bbW + W − events clearly came out, together with positive prospects of Higgs detection. It is the purpose of this report to extend those analyses to the case of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM). In this context, the reaction e + e − → bbW + W − is important in at least four respects. First and second, like in the SM, it allows studies of top pair production and decay tt → (bW + )(bW − ) as well as of the Higgs channel ZH → (bb)(W + W − ). Third and fourth, it also allows one to analyse Higgs production in the channels e + e − → AH → (bb)(W + W − ) and e + e − → hW + W − → (bb)W + W − . In particular, we notice that the SM-like channel t → bW ± is the dominant top decay mechanism over a large part of the MSSM parameter space, especially if the mass of the charged Higgs boson H ± is comparable to m t , such that the decay channel t → bH ± is strongly suppressed by the available phase space 3 [10] . Conversely, when this is not the case, finite width effects should be more important in the MSSM [11, 12] , as for M H ± < m t − m b (i.e., small values of M A ) one gets Γ
Furthermore, the process e + e − → ZH is nothing else than counterpart of the SM Higgs bremsstrahlung mechanism, where the heaviest of the neutral scalar Higgses of the MSSM, H, plays the rôle of φ [13] . Finally, the decays h, A → bb (of the light scalar and of the pseudoscalar Higgs bosons, respectively) and H → W + W − can be the dominant ones of these particles over a sizable portion of the plane (M A , tan β), with the rates of e + e − → AH being comparable to those of e + e − → ZH [14] and the cross sections for e + e − → hW + W − being possibly of a few picobarns for M h < ∼ 100 GeV (the increased hbb coupling compensating the reduced hW + W − one, with respect to 2 The mode Z → bb has a branching ratio (BR) about five times larger than the BRs into µ + µ − or e + e − and it is equally free from backgrounds coming from W decays. 3 Throughout this paper we assume that the mass scale of the Supersymmetric partners of the ordinary elementary particles is well beyond the energy reach of the NLC, such that they cannot be produced at this machine. In particular, we neglect here considering the Supersymmetric decay t →tχ 0 1 , wheret represents the stop andχ 0 1 refers to the lightest neutralino, as well as other possible MSSM modes. For a recent review of these latter, see Ref. [9] . the corresponding SM values).
We further remind the reader that the four processes e + e − → tt, e + e − → ZH, e + e − → AH and e + e − → hW + W − cannot be unambiguously separated, and studied independently one from the others. Therefore any of them constitutes an irreducible background to the other three in the bbW + W − channel, and such interplay must be carefully taken into account when studying full e + e − → bbW + W − events. As we are here computing the complete Matrix Element (ME) of such a process, also nonresonant background effects will be present. In this respect, diagrams involving the lightest MSSM neutral Higgs h, in which this is produced either far below threshold (in the splitting h * → W + W − ) or in association with a off-shell Z (via Z * → W + W − ), must be regarded as background.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In the next Section we describe the calculation we have performed; in Section 3 we present our results, whereas the conclusions are given in Section 4.
Calculation
In the MSSM the process
proceeds at tree-level through 75 Feynman diagrams, which can be conveniently grouped in 28 different topologies. Of these latter, 19 correspond to actual SM graphs, 8 to Higgs processes with SM-like structure (in which a superposition of the h and H bosons replaces the φ scalar) and 2 to typical MSSM graphs involving a vertex with two (different) Higgs scalars and one vector boson. The first 27 topologies can be found in Refs. [6, 7] , whereas the last one is depicted in Fig. 1 . To compute the amplitude squared of process (1) we have used two different spinor formalisms, described in Refs. [15, 16] . The results produced by the two corresponding FORTRAN codes agree within 10 significative digits in REAL*8 precision. Moreover, the amplitude produced with the method of Ref. [16] has been tested for gauge invariance, as it has been implemented in three different gauges (Unitary, Feynman and Landau). For the technical details of the numerical evaluation of the ME and of its integration over the phase space we refer to Ref. [6] , as we have adopted here the same procedures.
For the parameters which are in common to the SM and to the MSSM we have used the following numerical values: M Z = 91.175 GeV, Γ Z = 2.5 GeV, M W ± = M Z cos θ W ≈ 80 GeV, Γ W ± = 2.2 GeV and m b = 4.25 GeV. For simplicity, we have kept the final state bosons W ± on-shell in the computation. The expressions for the MSSM Higgs mass relations and couplings that we have used are the same that have been summarised in Ref. [17] (see also references therein). The widths of the MSSM Higgs bosons have been generated by using the FORTRAN program described there. In particular, as we have adopted running b-masses in evaluating Γ H , Γ h and Γ A , in order to be consistent, we have used the same m b (Q 2 = M 2 Φ ) mass also in the Φbb vertices of the production processes considered here, where Φ = H, h and A. The values adopted for the strong coupling constant α s are those at two-loops, for n f = 5 active flavours and Λ n f =5 QCD = 0.13 GeV, at the scale Q = √ s, in the MS renormalisation scheme and with α s (M Z ) = 0.112.
As it is clearly impractical to cover all regions of the MSSM parameter space, we have chosen here, as representative for tan β, the two extreme values 1.5 and 30., whereas M A spans the range 50 to 350 GeV, that is, between the experimental lower limit [18] and the region where the tt channels of MSSM neutral Higgs bosons start dominating the decay phenomenology over a substantial part of the (M A , tan β) plane [17] .
The top width Γ t has been evaluated according to the formulae given in Ref. [19] (see also Ref. [20] ), corrected by means of the expressions of Ref. [21] , to account for the MSSM decay t → bH ± . In order to obtain results in Narrow Width Approximation (NWA) for the top, we have written the heavy quark propagator as
In this way, for Γ = Γ t the standard expression is recovered, whereas for Γ → 0 one is able to correctly reproduce the rates for e + e − → tt times the (squared) branching ratio [BR(t → bW ± )] 2 . Numerically, we have used Γ = 10 −5 in NWA. For the discussion of the results we have assumed the following values for the top mass: m t = 170, 172 and 174 GeV [22] and m t = 195, 197 and 199 GeV [23] . In correspondence, we have taken as CM energy √ s = 350 and 400 GeV. This has been done in order to perform studies of top-antitop production at threshold, according to the values of m t measured by CDF and D0, respectively 4 . As top measurements will be certainly performed also far above threshold, we have produced results for the combination √ s = 500 GeV and m t = 174 and 199 GeV too. The total integrated luminosity assumed for the NLC throughout this paper is L = 10 fb −1 . Please also note that in all Tables and Figures the branching ratios of the W 's have not been  included. Finally, we are aware that a great number of higher-order results have been presented concerning tt production and decay (for a review, see Ref. [25] ). For example, QCD correction to the Born cross section up to first order in α s have been calculated in Ref. [26] . These corrections lead to the familiar Coulomb enhancement at threshold (this also occurs in QED) [27] . The QED-like binding potential between the two top quarks at threshold decreases however rather rapidly [28] , such that for ∆E ≡ √ s − 2m t > ∼ 2 GeV the two fermions behave as free particles and ordinary perturbation theory can be applied (our approach will be indeed to concentrate our attention in this region, referring for the complementary case ∆E < ∼ 2 GeV to more refined studies [27, 28, 29] ). EW corrections have been studied in Ref. [30, 31] . These latter are generally negative. Both of them account for an O(10%) effect (for m t > 170 GeV). We do not include such corrections here, for two reasons. On the one hand, for consistency, as these are known only for the process e + e − → tt → bbW + W − but not for the non-resonant background (which is computed here at tree-level only). On the other hand, because the typical spikes at threshold due to Coulomb effects are largely smeared out in the excitation curve if the top mass is large, see Ref. [10, 32] .
Also concerning the MSSM Higgs processes e + e − → ZH and e + e − → AH higherorder results have been reported in literature [33, 34] . These are EW corrections, which are generally under control, if the scale of the SUSY partners is set in the TeV region, as we assume here [35, 36] . Again reasons of consistency have induced us to treat Higgs signals and corresponding background in the same way also in this case (i.e., at leading order). The Higgs reaction e + e − → hW + W − has been studied within the SM in Ref. [38] , and no higher-order results are known to date.
Beamsstrahlung and Linac energy spread effects [39] have been systematically neglected here, for two reasons. On the one hand, effects due to synchrotron radiation emitted by one of the colliding bunches in the field of the opposite one as well as the intrinsic (to any collider) energy distribution of the beams before annihilation necessarily need, in order to be quantified, the knowledge of the technical details of the collider design and can be realistically estimated only through Monte Carlo simulations. On the other hand, it has been shown that, for narrow beam designs, beamsstrahlung affects the cross section much less than the Initial State Radiation (ISR) [39] , such that in phenomenological analyses one can consistently deal with bremsstrahlung radiation only.
Therefore, we will devote some space to discussing the effect of the ISR emitted from electron/positron lines [39] . In particular, we expect the signal tt to be quite sensitive at threshold [10] . In this respect, we confine ourselves to some illustrative examples in the presence of ISR, more than implementing this latter in all cases. Both because ISR effects are expected to be qualitatively the same regardless of the actual values of the various parameters (m t , Γ t , M A , tan β, etc.) and because its inclusion would significantly enhance the CPU time of the runs. In general, however, ISR effects are straightforward to include [40, 41] . The main effect of the ISR is to lower the effective CM energy available in the main process, thus ultimately reducing(enhancing) the total cross sections which increase(decrease) at larger CM energies. Furthermore, ISR also leads to a smearing of the differential distributions [42, 43] .
In the very end, in order to perform the foreseen high precision measurements of the top parameters (m t , Γ t , τ t , etc.) and to disentangle Higgs signals at the NLC, a complete phenomenological analysis has to include in full all the above corrections [1] . This is clearly beyond the scope of this study. For the moment, we are mainly concerned with the fact that other aspects so far either ignored (irreducible background in non-top-antitop events) or only approximated in the existing literature (finite width and spin correlation effects in the top production and decay) could be important, such that they must be properly taken into account for a correct analysis, and to check if new Higgs discovery channels could be of experimental interest. To realise whether all of this is true or not, and when, is the final goal of the present paper.
Results
In carrying out our analysis we closely follow the approach of Refs. [6, 7] , and the phenomenological studies reported in various instances in Ref. [1] . For future reference, we show in Figs. 2a-b the MSSM mass relations between, on the one hand, the H ± , h and H Higgs scalars and, on the other hand, the A pseudoscalar, as well as the partial decay widths of the top quark in the two MSSM channels t → bH ± and t → bW ± , for the mentioned combinations of tan β and M A .
Throughout this paper, of the two W bosons in the bbW + W − final state, one is assumed to decay hadronically, W → jj, and the other leptonically, W → ℓν ℓ with ℓ = e, µ. This semi-leptonic (or semi-hadronic) final state has a few advantages with respect to the case of two hadronic W decays: it has a simpler topology inside the detectors and thus it is easier to reconstruct; it also allows one to get rid of complications due to the combinatorial in case of a six jet final state. Moreover, like the pure hadronic final state its kinematics is fully constrained (once the missing momentum is assigned to the neutrino). Finally, two leptonic W decays would lead to a double disadvantage: first, a very much reduced statistics and, second, problems in reconstructing invariant mass spectra because of the two neutrinos.
We present our results by treating the top and Higgs production mechanisms in two different Subsections.
The process e
The selection strategies of top-antitop signals we have considered are (see Ref. [32] ):
• to perform a scan in √ s;
• to study the W momentum spectrum;
• to reconstruct the invariant mass of the three-jet system t → bW ± .
The first two methods are normally used at threshold ( √ s ≈ 2m t ), whereas the last one has been considered for studies far above that ( √ s ≫ 2m t ).
In the first method one spans the CM energy in a region of approximately 10 GeV around the real top-antitop threshold, in order to reconstruct the tt-excitation curve. By using the fit procedures described in Refs. [10, 32] one should be able to measure the top mass as well as to perform a large number of measurements of fundamental quantities, such as the strong coupling constant [27, 28] . Moreover, if m t and α s can be measured independently and high experimental precision can be achieved, it may be possible to extract from the data also the values of Γ t and/or to obtain limits on the mass(es) M φ(Φ) and the top Yukawa coupling(s) λ φ(Φ) of the Higgs boson(s) of the underlying theory [10] . In order to perform a careful analysis, one should include in the end [10] : complete EW corrections to tt production [44] , higher-order QCD corrections (including 'bound state' and 'short distance' effects) and beam-related phenomena [32, 39] .
In the second approach, one exploits the fact that, with the CM energy constraint and after assigning the missing energy and momentum to the neutrino, the W boson four-momentum p W can be easily reconstructed by adding those of the lepton and of the neutrino, and that the width of the corresponding differential spectrum is sensitive to the top quark mass [32] . Uncertainties due to beam-related effects (ISR, beamsstrahlung) are expected to be generally small, whereas those due to the 'Fermi motion' of the top quarks should be considered in detail in a full simulation [32] .
In the third case, one determines m t from the two three-jet invariant mass distributions (M bW →3jet ) that can be reconstructed from the bbW + W − → bb(jj)(ℓν ℓ ) final state, after appropriate selection cuts to reduce the non-top background [32] . In fact, in bbW + W − events in which one W boson decays hadronically (let us say the W + ) and the other leptonically, there are two possible three-jet combinations among the jj pair reconstructing the W and the two b's 5 : the 'right' one (W + b), which peaks at m t , and the 'wrong' one (W +b ), which gives a rather broad and flat distribution. In this case, systematic errors (which cause a 'top mass shift') are expected from detector and beam-related effects, as well as from top quark fragmentation. However, such a shift can be predicted to high precision [32] .
The reason why the first two strategies are usually preferred to the third one at threshold is that for √ s ≈ 2m t the top quarks recoil with rather low velocity, such that in the resulting spherical final state the fragments of the top and antitop quarks are mixed up and it is difficult to isolate individual jets and to reconstruct m t from invariant mass distributions, whereas at higher energies the jets from t → bW ± → b(jj) decays carry a momentum of a few tens of GeV, which makes it possible to individually recognise them by simply using one of the usual jet finding algorithms [45] .
The impact of using a full calculation of e + e − → bbW + W − events, which includes all the irreducible background, all the finite Γ t effects as well as all spin correlations between the two top decays in the 'canonical' way, is clear. In fact, in the literature, on the one hand, a complete calculation of non-tt-resonant events in bbW + W − final states does not exist to date (within the MSSM) and, on the other hand, it is quite common (especially when one has an 'analytical approach' in mind, see formulae in Ref. [10] ) to split the process e + e − → tt → bbW + W − by separating the e + e − → tt production process from the two tt → bbW + W − decays, considered independently from each other, in the spirit of the so-called 'Narrow Width Approximation' 6 . In particular, with respect to the top search strategies at threshold, we stress two aspects. First, a correct normalisation of the 'underlying' cross section for bbW + W − events not proceeding via e + e − → tt is needed if one wants to disentangle subtle effects due to α s , to Γ t and to higher-order contributions of Higgs boson(s), as these can be of the same order as those due to the single-top, the Z → bb [46] and the Higgs [6, 7] production mechanisms in bbW + W − events. Second, we remind the reader that both the nontt-resonant background and the finite value of Γ t will contribute to smearing out the edges of the p W spectrum. Concerning the three-jet invariant mass analysis, one has to remember that e + e − → bbW + W − events that do not proceed via e + e − → tt tend to enhance the contribution due to the 'wrong' bW combination, thus reducing the final value of the signal-to-background ratios obtained from the M bW spectrum 7 . In Tabs. I-II we present various cross sections for the three subprocesses of the tables we present rates when no cut is implemented, whereas in the lower part the constraint M had > 200 GeV is applied [32] , where M had represents the invariant mass of the system bbW + , if W + is the gauge boson decaying hadronically. The first line refers to tan β = 1.5 whereas the second corresponds to numbers obtained by using tan β = 30. For each process and combination of masses and energies four cross sections are given, corresponding to M A = 60, 140, 220, 300 GeV (without and inside parentheses, brackets and braces, respectively). As can be seen from Fig. 2b , the partial top width into bH ± is zero for M A > ∼ 180 GeV (both for tan β = 1.5 and tan β = 30.), such that rates for the processes tt and tt → bbW + W − do not change in the above range of M A .
We have displayed the cross sections of processes 1.-3. in three different columns, and this allows one to appreciate the effect of the finite width Γ t and of the irreducible background separately. As already observed in the case of the SM, rates for the process e + e − → tt (first column) are larger than those for e + e − → tt → bbW + W − (second column), both at √ s = 350 GeV and √ s = 400 GeV. The effect is clearly due to a value of Γ in the top-antitop propagators (2) which is finite in the second case (Γ = Γ t ), whereas in NWA one has Γ → 0. Correspondingly, in the integration over the phase space a Breit-Wigner distribution replaces a delta function. Moreover, in the case of the process e + e − → tt → bbW + W − there is an additional reduction (which increases with the top width) due to the limited phase space available, as the invariant mass tail of the top-antitop decays at large p 2 in equation (2) can fall outside the kinematical bounds dictated by the CM energy and by the top mass [6] . Such a reduction gets larger with increasing m t and decreasing M A , whereas the effect is largely independent of tan β (see Figs. 2a-b ). Differences are
and 400 GeV. The corrections due to the irreducible background in e + e − → bbW + W − events can be estimated by comparing rates in the second and third columns. These are larger as the top mass and the CM energy of the collider increase, since, on the one hand, non-resonant events do not suffer from the threshold effects described above and, on the other hand, they do not have a pure s-channel structure like top-antitop pair production. The maximum effects are ≈ 5% for m t = 174 GeV and ≈ 9% at m t = 199 GeV. In this case there is not a marked dependence on tan β. By comparing the lower part with the upper part of Tabs. I-II one can appreciate the effect of the cut in M had , which is indeed rather weak. This fact was already recognized in the case of the SM [6] , when the top mass was large. Not even the increase here of the value adopted for M had counterbalances this fact (in Ref. [32] the cut M had > 170 GeV was used, for a top around 140 GeV). The effect is however larger in the case of e + e − → bbW + W − , but only at √ s = 350 GeV.
The threshold scan in the region 2m t − 10 GeV ≤ √ s − 2 GeV ≤ 2m t + 10 GeV is performed in Fig. 3a-b Figs. 3a-b can be large below threshold. However, the knowledge of the rates for the two above processes allows one to perform a 'subtraction' between the dashed(dotted) and continuous(chain-dotted) curves of Figs. 3a-b, thus extracting the effect due to the irreducible background from the experimental samples which will be used in the analyses. We also notice that for m t = 174 GeV the cross sections below threshold are smaller than those for m t = 199 GeV, whereas above threshold it is the other way round: that is, the curves in Fig. 3a are steeper than those in Fig. 3b. Figs. 3c-d show the same rates when the ISR is included (we have used the formulae given in Ref. [41] ). Here, cross sections are smaller by several tens of percent than those in Figs. 3a-b, with rates slightly more suppressed when √ s ≈ 2m t .
Other than on the integrated rates, finite width and irreducible background effects are (strikingly) visible in the spectrum of the W boson three-momentum, both at √ s = 350 and 400 GeV, and for all top masses considered here. Figs. 4a-b report the distributions in case of the NWA (at the bottom) and of the complete set of diagrams in e + e − → bbW + W − events (two top plots), for M A = 100 and 260 GeV and the following values of top masses: m t = 170, 174 GeV (Fig. 4a ) and m t = 195, 199 GeV (Fig. 4b) . As the shape of the distributions does not substantially change by varying tan β, for convenience we present here rates for the case tan β = 1.5 only. The kinematic bounds on the p W distribution that would stick out rather clearly in the case of the e + e − → tt process in NWA and would allow one to reconstruct m t , are largely smeared out once Γ t and background effects are properly included. This is especially true for m t = 174 and 199 GeV. Thus, extreme care is needed in such analyses, together with an accurate knowledge of the above effects around the edges of the p W spectrum, if one wants to achieve high precision measurements.
The strong variations of the p W spectrum with the top mass are also a reflection of its dependence on the fundamental parameters of the MSSM, as can be seen from Figs. 5a-b (and again from Figs. 2a-b) . Here, the same distribution as in Figs. 4a-b Fig. 5a and 5b, respectively) . For the same reasons as above, we plot here distributions for only one of the two values of tan β that we have chosen (for example, tan β = 30. now). The same sort of trend would also be visible in the cases m t = 170, 172 and 195, 197 GeV. The normalisation of the various curves is rather different, according to the numbers given in Tabs. I-II and depending on the value of M A , when the latter is less than ≈ 180 GeV (compare to Figs. 4a-b too) . For M A > ∼ 180 GeV there is a clear 'degeneracy' between the different curves, reflecting the fact, on the one hand, that the value of Γ t does not change in this interval and, on the other hand, that the differences due to the different contributions of the Higgs processes to the total cross section are rather small (compared to e + e − → tt). It is however clear that any possible deviation from the shapes and normalizations of the cross sections predicted by the MSSM (at fixed M A and tan β) can easily be tested by studying the p W spectrum.
As explained in the Introduction, top studies at the NLC will also be performed far above threshold. Thus, we report in Tab. III the cross sections for processes 1.-3. at √ s = 500 GeV, assuming for the top mass the two values m t = 174 and 199 GeV (in this energy regime there is practically no dependence on m t if this changes by 2 or 4 GeV). The selection of Higgs masses in Tab. III is the same as in the two previous ones, as well as the organisation of the rates depending on M A , tan β and on the cuts. Since the suppression of the high invariant masses of the bW pairs does not act any longer, finite width effects above threshold are fairly small, of a few percent only. In some instances these are even completely negligible: for example, for m t = 174 GeV. Irreducible background effects are around 5% at the most, generally for all combinations of m t , M A and tan β. The cut implemented here is 0.95 ≤ x E ≤ 1.05, where x E = E bW →3jet /E beam , again according to the analysis of Ref. [32] . This constraint is somewhat more effective that the one used at threshold, as it reduces the e + e − → bbW + W − rates by more than twice the e + e − → tt → bbW + W − ones (by approximately 5% the former and by 2% the latter).
Above threshold one can extract the value of the top mass from a fit to the observed invariant mass distributions of the three-jet systems bW + (the 'right' one) andbW + (the 'wrong' one). Figs. 6a-b show such spectra for √ s = 500 GeV, m t = 174 and 199 GeV, M A = 100 and 260 GeV, and for tan β = 1.5 ( Fig. 6a ) and tan β = 30. (Fig. 6b) . As can be seen clearly, thebW + distribution is generally well below the bW + one around m t , by more than one order of magnitude. One should notice however that the bins in Figs. 6a-b are 2 GeV wide, when the experimental resolutions (in energy and angle) on the hadronic system constituted by the three jets will probably be worse than that, such that Figs. 6a-b represent a sort of 'benchmark' result of the data analyses. For example, an experimental resolution in M 3jet of only (let us say) 10 GeV would correspond to lowering the bW + peaks in Figs. 6a-b by a factor of five, leaving the spectrum inbW + unchanged. 
The processes
pair production :
W W −fusion :
ZZ−fusion :
where here Φ = h and H 8 . Simple expressions relate their cross sections to those of the bremsstrahlung and vector-vector fusion processes of the SM [36] . Updated and detailed theoretical [14, 42, 43] (also at the complete one-loop level [33] ) and experimental [37] analyses making use of the above processes are available in the literature. In general, the first two mechanisms dominate over the last two at smaller CM energies ( √ s ≈ 300 − 500 GeV), whereas at √ s > ∼ 500 GeV W W -fusion has bigger rates if the Φ mass is less than ≈ 160 GeV. In general, the cross section for ZZ-fusion is about one order of magnitude smaller than that for W W -fusion. Furthermore, from the results of Ref. [38] , one deduces that sizeable rates should be expected for events of Higgs production with two W bosons :
especially at small value of M h and tan β [50] .
By studying e + e − → bbW + W − events one implicitly considers the first two processes (3)-(4) and the last one (7), in which h, A, Z → bb and H → W + W −9 . As we are concerned here with final-state W bosons produced on-shell, we are forced to ignore the off-shell decays h, H → W * W * (that is, when M h,H < 2M W ). However, the belowthreshold channel W * W * is unlikely to be particularly relevant in experimental analyses. In the case of the light neutral Higgs the corresponding BR is either too small (at small tan β) or is sizable only over a very narrow portion of the MSSM parameter space (at large tan β). In the case of the heavy neutral Higgs, the decay H → W * W * is overwhelmed by H → hh below the 2M W threshold for tan β = 1.5, whereas for tan β = 30. it is always smaller than H → hh, AA as well as H → bb, τ + τ − , in the relevant off-shell range. The on-shell decay H → W W is certainly of interest for small values of tan β, as it dominates over the range 160 GeV
GeV and has the second highest BR after the hh channel from M A ≈ 200 GeV up to the opening of the threshold for the decay H → tt. We do not expect any sizable H → W W signal if tan β is on the contrary very large [17] .
Concerning the bb decays of the Z, h and A bosons, we stress two aspects. On the one hand, the same arguments which led us in the Introduction to count the Z → bb decay mode among the cleanest Z signatures in the SM at the NLC are certainly still valid within the MSSM. On the other hand, the h, A → bb decay channels largely dominate the decay spectrum of the two Higgs scalars: in fact, the BR(h → bb) is the largest for all values of M A and tan β whereas the BR(A → bb) is overcome by that of other channels only at small tan β's and for M A > ∼ 200 GeV [17] . Moreover, we would like to stress that in the W + W − semi-leptonic decay mode we do not expect complications due the jet combinatorics, because, first, excellent b-tagging performances are expected at the NLC [8] and, second, b-decays of the W bosons are prohibited by the top mass m t > M W and the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing matrix.
Among the various search strategies that can be adopted at the NLC in order to detect such Higgs signals [1] we consider here the following two:
• the 'missing mass' analysis;
• the 'direct reconstruction' method.
They are both described in Ref. [51] , in the case of the SM; however, these procedures are useful also in the case of the MSSM. In this context, in the first case one studies the invariant mass recoiling against the Z and A bosons tagged via the bb pair, by means of the relation M the four-momenta of the decay products of the scalar bosons [42, 43] 10 . Thus, both procedures are applicable to processes (3)-(4), whereas in case of process (7) only the second is exploitable.
Our results concerning Higgs physics in e + e − → bbW + W − events are summarised in Figs. 7-11 . As already announced, Higgs rates are expected to be larger at smaller tan β values, for all the processes (3)-(4) and (7) . Therefore, we will treat the case tan β = 1.5 only.
As explained in Ref. [7] , looking at the plane (M bb , M W + W − ) one realises that, whereas Higgs signals tend to concentrate in single clusters whose size is determined in the end by the experimental reconstruction uncertainties, on the contrary, background events (mostly from tt production and decay) tend to fill a rather large kinematical region. In Fig. 7 we show the boundaries of the double differential distribution dσ/dM bb /dM W + W − in the plane (M bb , M W + W − ) in the case of e + e − → tt in NWA, for all the combinations of √ s and m t that we have adopted in our study, without any sort of cuts 11 . As outlined in Refs. [7] , it is then possible, for a given m t , to find values of the MSSM neutral Higgs masses for which the two double differential distributions (of Higgs and top events) do not overlap. In these cases the latter can be very simply distinguished from the former and detecting the Higgs scalars is only a matter of event rate, whereas when the M bb and/or M W + W − spectra overlap, more refined studies are necessary. Furthermore, from Fig. 7 it also clear that it should be easier in principle to detect Higgs signals when the CM energy of the collider is set around the 2m t threshold, more than when the former is far beyond the latter. In fact, first, rates for e + e − → tt are smaller at threshold that at √ s = 500 GeV and, second, the regions in the (M bb , M W + W − ) plane occupied by tt production and decay are more narrow (at fixed m t ). Therefore, to some extent, a collider energy configuration primarily designed for top studies at threshold (i.e., ∆E → 0) would also improve the chances of successful Higgs searches in the bbW + W − channel. As an example of the various possible cases we study here the combinations (tan β = 1.5):
1.
√ s = 350 GeV, m t = 174 GeV and M A = 140, 180 GeV;
2.
√ s = 400 GeV, m t = 199 GeV and M A = 140, 180 GeV;
3.
√ s = 400 GeV, m t = 199 GeV and M A = 60, 100, 220, 260, 300, 340 GeV;
4.
√ s = 500 GeV, m t = 199 GeV and M A = 60, 100 GeV.
In cases 1. and 2. the Higgs peaks are right next to the maxima of the tt distributions in both the M bb and M W + W − spectra (Figs. 8-9 ). For the first combination the following Higgs peaks are expected: h → bb at M bb ≈ 80(93) and 86(102) GeV, corresponding to m t = 174(199) GeV; A → bb at M bb ≈ 140 and 180 GeV; 182(195) and 212(222) GeV, again corresponding to m t = 174(199) GeV. The Z → bb resonance gives indirect evidence of process (3) with Φ = h, yet many of the non-Higgs diagrams proceed through a Z decay into bb pairs, such that the two normalisations (of signal and background events) need to be carefully known in order to make Higgs detection feasible in such a case. The combination of CM energy and top/Higgs masses where the rewards for Higgs searches are largest is the second. In this case Higgs peaks in the bb spectrum are already visible before any selection cut is applied, apart from the cases: M h ≈ 93 GeV (which is degenerate with the Z peak) and M A ≈ 180 GeV (overwhelmed by the tt background), Fig. 8b (main plot) . On the contrary, for the combination in 1. it is generally impossible to disentangle Higgs resonances from the pure total cross sections before cuts, Fig. 8a (main plot) . These conclusions depend largely on the invariant mass resolutions, however, it has to be observed that bins in the main windows of Fig. 8-9 are large, 5 GeV (a value, in our opinion, which is not too distant from the performances experimentally achievable). Of course, if the precision in the angular and energy measurements is higher (resulting, let us say, in a mass resolution around 1 GeV), all the above decay phenomenology in bb events can be covered in principle (small windows in Figs + W − decays one needs both to apply selection cuts to reduce the topantitop background and to achieve high invariant mass resolutions to resolve the peaks (unless M H is around 195 GeV when M A = 140 GeV and the CM energy is 400 GeV). Furthermore, it is clear that once similar cuts are applied to the M bb spectrum, all the decay phenomenology for h, A → bb should be exploited easily.
From the rates given in Figs. 8 one can generally extract about ten Higgs events per year with rather little background. On the contrary, from the numbers in Figs. 9 (when M H ≈ 195 GeV), one is able to detect Higgs signals only after several years of running and if the collider yearly luminosity is of the order of 100 fb −1 . It should also be noticed that in the case of the H → W + W − decay the application of Higgs selection cuts reduces even further the total rates. Finally , one has to ultimately consider that the semi-leptonic signature W + W − → (jj)(ℓν ℓ ), with ℓ = e, µ, introduces a reduction factor equal to the product of the BR(W → jj) ≈ 70% and the BR(W → ℓν ℓ ) ≈ 20%: actually, times 2, because of the two combinations in which the W 's can decay semileptonically.
The combination in 3. corresponds to the case in which the h, A → bb peaks are either on the tail of the top-antitop distribution in M bb (Fig. 10, upper window) or rather far from the Z resonance such that problems of mass degeneracy should be avoided (Fig. 10, two lower windows) . Chances of h and A detection are convincing (more at smaller than at larger values of M A ), provided that good invariant mass resolutions can be achieved (distributions in Fig. 10 are plotted in bins of 1 GeV). For these combinations of CM energy and top masses H → W + W − signals can be disentangled only if M A < ∼ 100 GeV, for which M H is close enough to the 2M W threshold, such that the BR into two W 's is large (the pattern is rather similar to that illustrated for M A = 140 GeV). For M A > ∼ 220 GeV the H boson is very heavy (i.e., M H > ∼ 250 GeV) compared to the available CM energy at threshold, and so the corresponding cross section is kinematically suppressed. Fig. 11 shows what happens to the M W + W − spectrum for the combination of masses in 4., with the collider energy well above the tt threshold (contrary to the previous three cases). Here, even when no selection cut is applied, H signals are visible, again especially at small values of M A (i.e., for M H rather close to the 2M W threshold). The H → W + W − peaks, in fact, occur in Fig. 11 at M W + W − ≈ 165 and 176 GeV. In this case then, the chances of heavy neutral Higgs detection are larger, thanks especially to the fact that the region delimited by 60 GeV < ∼ M bb < ∼ 100 GeV and M W + W − between the above two values is practically free from the background due to e + e − → tt events (see Fig. 7 ).
Conclusions
In this paper we have studied the process This process is phenomenologically extremely interesting, as it includes among the various contributions to the total cross section the following subprocesses: , tan β) . On the other hand, the bb decay channel might well be one of best ways to detect the Z gauge boson and represents the most accessible signature of the Higgs scalars h and A (thanks to the corresponding high BRs and to the excellent performance in tagging jets originating from b-quarks now foreseen for the vertex devices which will be installed at the NLC). Moreover, the decay channel H → W + W − of the heaviest of the MSSM Higgs scalars is dominant over a sizable part of the M H range, for small tan β's.
Phenomenological analyses have been carried out, in order to quantify, first, the influence of finite top width and irreducible background effects on the integrated and differential rates as obtained from e + e − → tt events in Narrow Width Approximation and, second, to establish the detectability of the Higgs processes, as a function of the values assumed by the fundamental parameters of the MSSM.
Although before drawing any firm conclusion from our results, these should be folded with a realistic simulation of the expected performances of the NLC detectors, they clearly indicate that the finite width of the top and the irreducible background can have a significant impact on the measurement of the parameters of the top, both near and above the √ s = 2m t threshold. Furthermore, in a number of cases (especially at small M A 's and tan β's), it should be possible to disentangle Higgs resonances, the h, A → bb channels being easier to detect than the H → W + W − one. Throughout our analysis we have considered the W + W − → (jj)(ℓν ℓ ) signature of the gauge bosons (with ℓ = e, µ), and assumed high b-and lepton tagging efficiency, such that all the background to the mentioned top and Higgs events can be ascribed to the irreducible one.
The The MSSM Feynman graph contributing in lowest order to e + e − → (Ah), (AH) → bbW + W − . The dashed line connected to the bb one represents the A scalar, whereas the other refers to both a h and a H boson. The other 27 SM-like topologies of Feynman graphs contributing in lowest order to the complete ME for e + e − → bbW + W − in the MSSM can be found in Refs. [6, 7] , where a dashed line represents both a h and a H boson. No cut has been applied. 
